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Introduction | R-M AGILIS

Take your
painting process
to another level.
AGILIS is the pioneering new waterborne basecoat paint system from R-M.
It has everything you need.
The fastest application process.
Millions of brilliant colors to choose from.
Precisely reproduce millions of shades thanks to digital color identification
with R-M Colortronic 12/6 spectrometer.
The easiest 3-stage paint system.
One of the best hiding powers there is.
And it is the most environmentally friendly basecoat line.
Become a sharper, speedier, greener, stronger
and more efficient you. Choose AGILIS.

Discover the advantages of

agilis.rmpaint.com
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Advantages | R-M AGILIS

A speedier, sharper you.
The fastest application process there is.
• Super-efficient processes for easier, faster and more reliable projects
• Simple dosing system for basecoat colors to ensure consistency
• Fast application with outstanding hiding power and surface hardness
• Easy finishing for flawless overcoating and tape resistance for multi-color finishes

A stronger, more efficient you.
Increase your team’s productivity with the easiest 3-stage process around.
• Repair processes in the body shop are simplified, so you can get more done in less time
• Intelligent use of materials saves valuable resources thanks to increased hiding power
• Faster processes make both your productivity and profitability rise
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Advantages | R-M AGILIS

A faster, leaner you.
Intensify your team’s talent with the fastest application process there is.
• Extremely easy to use with its smooth paint and blend-in processes
• The AGILIS 3-layer system leads the industry with its short application, process and flash-off times
• Perfect color matching ensures incredible hiding power and process reliability
• Superior product technology ensures a long shelf life

A brighter, more brilliant you.
Industry-leading pigment technology.
• Precisely reproduce millions of shades thanks to digital color identification with R-M Colortronic 12/6 spectrometer
• High color stability, application robustness and resistance to external factors
• Cutting-edge pigment technology ensures adaptability to future colors

A greener, even smarter you.
Power up your eco level with the most environmentally friendly basecoat.
• AGILIS is the first basecoat line on the market with a VOC value < 250 g/l
• A super-efficient process due to extremely short flash-off times and low energy consumption
• It’s 40% below the EU solvent limit exceeding all global VOC requirements
• The system creates far lower CO2 emissions than any other paint systems
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Products | R-M AGILIS

Lead the environmental change

>90 tinting bases

Mixing clears

Thinners

Additives

Blending clear

Amplifier

AGILIS sets the standard with the highest eco-eff ectiveness ratio in the industry. It gives you the chance to grow,
become even more competitive and yet still be able to reduce your environmental impact.
Improve your ecological footprint now with AGILIS

Optimized product and process performance
Sustainable products and solutions
Proven to have the highest eco-effectiveness

Your beneﬁts
Raise your game with high performance features

Optimized process times
On average, savings up to
35%* are possible by
- faster application
- shorter ﬂash-off
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Reduced material consumption
On average, savings of up to 20%* are possible

* In comparison to the market standard.

Additional services | R-M AGILIS

Next level support services
An industry-leading product line up is just the start. With AGILIS our core mission is to make your day-to-day
work easier and faster by streamlining every single process. High-performance efficiency is everything.

ARRANGE
The AGILIS mixing station is a modular concept that can be tailored to the specific needs of your body shop.
Efficiency is at its heart with a practical mixing shelf that includes a smart arrangement of the base coats,
and a cutting-edge mixing station. Altogether, it ensures an intelligent and streamlined mixing process.

AWARE
With Aware, the web-based KPI reporting tool, you always have a clear overview of the performance
of your business. At the touch of a button you’ll get key figures on topics such as cost-effectiveness,
environmental benefits and social responsibility. It also includes the data from your Productivity Program,
your integrated Color Management (Shop Master Online) and existing bodyshop management system.

APPROVE
Approve is a TÜV-certified auditing program that focuses on ecology, economy and social responsibility.
Its purpose is to certify and promote the quality and sustainability standards of your body shop.
In essence, it acts as a certificate allowing you to position yourself as an environmentally friendly,
sustainable eco-partner to car owners, insurance companies, fleets, car manufacturers
and other stakeholders.

ASSIST
Express service: A fast and exclusive customer service for AGILIS users, helping you to accelerate
color matching and meet the needs of your end user.
Archive Matching: Select up to 30 individual colors, matched to the most common color paint
products in your workshop, for fast and simple color reproduction. Not only does this help you
determine shades faster, but it also helps you to plan the entire selection process.
Get in direct contact with the R-M experts via R-M ASSIST.
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